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Statement of the Problem . The purpose of this study
is to compile, tabulate, and analyze a list of spelling
errors from all the written work of sixty-five pupils in
two fourth grades for a period of sixteen weeks beginning
September 8, 1948 and ending January 28, 1949.
1/
Durrell claims:
It is preferable that a child develop security
in use of a small spelling vocabulary suited to
his grade and derived from the demands of written
composition, to his attempting mastery of a long




The most satisfactory vocabulary is supplied by
the child. Children who learn to spell by learn-
ing new words as they write what they want to say
will not need to be supplied with spelling books
or formal lists of words.
The writer, who is a teacher in the grades, has noted
with much alarm the outstanding number of spelling errors
in the free writing of the pupils in her fourth grade. It
Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of BaBlo Reading Abilities
,
rid Book Company, Hew York, 1940, p. 267.
Grace Femald, Remedial Techniques in Basic School
Subjects
,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Hew York, 1943, p. 206.
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has "been noticed that many different errors were made by
many different pupils.
The writer is interested to find out how the situation




In seeking to discover what words actually make
up the child T s vocabulary, only spontaneous
writings should be considered; because in exact
reproductions, numerous unassimilated words of
the text are certain to be brought into the
written work. 4
/
The words a child needs to know how to
spell are mainly the most common words that he
uses in writing.
The use of the word would seem to be the
main factor in determining the grade in which
it should be taught.
This study is made in the hope that it will show
that individual supplementary spelling lists are needed,
and that an analysis of these errors will give helpful
information to the classroom teacher.
3/ William Po Tidyman, The Teaching of Spelling . World
Book Company, Hew York, 1$19, p 0 4.
4/ Ibid ., pp. 91-93
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It is not long, Foran reiterates, since Rice and
others led the reaction against the teaching of so many
obsolete and seldom used words and so laid the basis for
the developments that followed within a few years. Further
research is needed even now to solve the many problems con-
fronting teachers of spelling. One of the most needed
steps is to translate the results of scientific investiga-
tions into the teaching and learning of spelling in the
classroom.
As the purpose of this study is to compile, tabulate,
and analyze spelling errors, it seemed advisable to study
the research in the field of spelling errors, selection of
words, and methods of teaching spelling.
J>7 tfhomas George Foran, The Psychology and Teaching of
Spelling . The Catholic University, Washington, D.C., 1934,
p. 1.
6/ J.M. Rice, "The Futility of the Spelling Grind," Forum,
Vol. mil, 1897.
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Spelling should "be selected from the child f s
real spelling needs that occur in his spontaneous
written compositions. The spelling textbook has
been frequently supplemented by word lists con-
structed by the individual teacher while teaching
his particular class.
The first extensive research in the field of spelling
8/
errors was made by Hollingworth who used eighteen fifth
grade children who were considered by their teachers to be
deficient in spelling. In the experimental class, daily
records of spelling errors were kept, and she observed that
Error is by no means a phenomenon that is
senseless and uncaused, but there Are ex-
istent certain factors which both cause and
limit its extent. Errors due to lapses are
among the most frequent and interesting.
Children who T know better* make these mis-
takes and can correct them as soon as their
attention is called to them. 9J
Present in the misspellings due to lapses
are errors of omission, substitution, and
transposition. 10/
7/ H. Suzzalo , The Teaching of Spelling . World Book
Company, Hew York, 1911, p. 2§7
8/ Beta S. Hollingworth,”The Psychology of Special Dis-
ability in Spelling,
"
Teachers College Contributions to
Education
,
Ho. 88. Teachers College, Columbia University,
Hew York, 1918, p. 8.
9/ Ibid ., p. 38.
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Carroll made a study to detect the relative ability
of bright and dull children to make a generalization. He
studied the mistakes in spelling made by one hundred bright
children and one hundred dull children from the fourth and
the fifth grades of a public school.
From his findings, he concludes:
In the kinds of spelling errors made by bright
and dull children there was present a marked
difference.
Bright and dull children are affected dif-
ferently by the length of the word and by the
position of the syllable. The bright ones have
a lower percentage of difficulty with the shorter
words and a higher percentage of difficulty with
the longer words than the dull children. The
bright pupils have a lower percentage of difficulty
with the first part of the word and a higher per-
centage of difficulty with the middle and last
parts.
Bright children are more apt to spell pho-
netically than are the dull.
The psychological explanation of each dif-
ference seems to lie in the pronounced advantage
of the bright over the dull in phonetic generaliza-
tion ability.
12/
In 1929, Mendenhall made a study of spelling errors,
using a sample of twenty-three hundred words which were
presented to approximately one hundred public school pupils
in grades one to six. For this study, 280,000 spellings,
both correct and incorrect were prepared to be analyzed,
11/ Herbert Carroll. "Generalization of Bright and Dull
Children. A Comparative Study with Special Reference to
Spelling," Teachers 1 College Contributions to Education
,
Ho. 439, Teachers 1 College/ Columbia University, Hew York,
1930, p. 54.
12/ James E. Mendenhall, An Analysis of Spelling Errors
,

































































































intensively and understanaingly. In order to obtain in-
formation showing trends in error, the words were presented
one grade level above the one in which they were commonly
taught.
He found in his study of the most frequent errors that
" 85 per cent are in omission, and substitution of letters,
IS/
75 per cent are phonetic, and 4.5 per cent are homonyms o"
14/
Hildreth finds:
Phonetic errors were common among children
and many mistakes are due to addition and to
transposition of letters. . . • Phonetic errors
are common among young children.
15/
Poran stated that it has been recognized that
teaching emphasis must be distributed according to the
importance of the word. A great deal of effort has been
expended to identify the more important words without reach-
ing any substantial agreement.
He claimed that spelling errors are attributed to many
causes. Differences in essential qualities of the mistakes
are due to variances in the degree of ability of the pupil,
his age, experience, and other circumstances. Careless
15/ James E. Mendenhall, op . cit., p.10.
14/ Gertrude Hildreth, "Spelling Errors," The Implications
ox Research for the Classroom Teacher
,
national Education
Association, Washington, D.C., 1939, p. 162.
15/ Thomas G. Poran, 0£. cit. , p. 9.
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writing and neglect of a discriminating attitude in judging
16/
written work cause many of them,
17/
According to Gates, pronunciation is a serious
factor in learning to spell a word. Grave pronunciation
difficulties show a close and significant relation to poor
spelling.
18/
Spaehe says: "It is generally believed that poor
handwriting causes spelling failure."
One of the most comprehensive studies of the writing
vocabulary of children in the elementary grades is that of
19/
Fitzgerald. He studied spelling errors that were made by
children in friendly letters written in life outside school.
In 742 letters written by children of grade four, he found:
In 87,690 attempted spellings, fourth
grade pupils made 6,018 spelling mistakes.
Of the 3,327 words used, fourth grade
pupils misspelled 1,553, making mistakes on
46.7 per cent of the different words attempted.
16/ Thomas G. Foran, ojd. cit „ , p. 109.
17/ Arthur I. Gates, "The Psychology of Heading and
Spelling with Special Reference to Disability," Contribu-
tions to Education
,
Ho. 129, Teachers College, Columbia
University, ITew York, 1922, p. 77.
18/ George Spaehe, "Spelling Disability Correlates. I-
Factors Probably Causal in Spelling Disability," Journal
of Educational Research
,
Vol. 345, April, 1941, p. 564.
19/ James A. Fitzgerald, "Words Misspelled Most Frequently
hy Children at the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Grade Levels in
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On 1,553 different words, fourth grade pupils
made 6,018 spelling mistakes, an average of 3*88
for each word missed. 20/
21/
Durrell said:
Tabulations may he made of the nature of the
errors for children in the intermediate grades or
above who have extreme spelling difficulties. These
tabulations often disclose systematic errors on
certain types of words, letter combinations, or
sound combinations.
In tabulation of errors, it should be indicated
whether they pertain to words spelled phonetically
or to words spelled unphonetically. Overeattention
to sounds or an attempt to think out a word*s spell-
ing rather than an automatic response to the word,
is indicated by the presence of many misspellings
that are correct phonetic representations. —
23/
Cook pointed out that children have a tendency to
leam to spell words they use most often and those which
represent essential life interests. From this finding he
drew this supposition:
Many words of high frequency could probably be
left out wholly from the course of study without
decreasing the spelling ability of the final product
of the elementary school.
This would give time to be spent on words of
high frequency which continually cause trouble or
upon words of lower frequency than are now usually
found in the elementary school lists.
26/ James A. Fitzgerald, op . cit.
, p. 213.
21/ Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Beading Abilities t
World Book Company, New tork, 1940, pp. 2?5-276.
22/ Ibid. , pp. 275-276.
25/ Walter Wellman Cook, The Measurement of general Spelling
IFillty Involving Controlled Comparisons"^atween Techniques .
University of Iowa Studies, Volume V, Humber 6, Iowa City,
University of Iowa Press, 1932, p. 109.






























































Breed alleged that defects have appeared in the method
of tabulating and choosing the words in the many investiga-
tions of the vocabularies of children. He stressed: "To
the writer 1 s knowledge there is not yet a single published
study of the vocabulary of children 1 s writing that provides
26/
the frequency of usage for the individual words.”
He claimed that a sufficient foundation for selection
of words in grades two, three, and four is the frequency of




Book and Harter carried on an investigation, in 1926,
to try to decide the types of mistakes to which learners of
spelling conform. From the children in grades two, three,
four, five, six, and eight in the Bloomington, Indiana Public
Schools, they collected, during three months, 3,096 spelling
test papers. From the freshmen and the sophomore students
in the high school, they collected 608 compositions, and
from the freshmen at Indiana University, they collected
1,492 themes. In these 5, 196 papers, 18,840 spelling errors
were found and classified. Among the eighteen types of
25/ Frederick S. Breed, "Selection and Gradation of the
Spelling Vocabulary," Sixteenth Yearbook of the national
Elementary Principals
,
H.E.A., Washington, 'D.d., 1937, p. 352.
26/ loc . cit .
27/ Ibid., p. 357.
28/ William F. Book and Richard S. Harter, "Mistakes Which
Eupils Make in Spelling," Journal of Educational Research
,
Volume 19:106, February, 1929.
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errors listed were omission, addition, substitution, trans-
29/
position, and phonetic spelling.
30
/
McCarthy made a comparison of the flash card method
of teaching spelling with the study-test method in grades
two and three.
She concludes:
A summary of total results of the final test
of sixty words showed a statistically significant
difference of 7.68 in favor of the flash card
method in Grade Two. In Grade Three, the differ-
ence of 14.66 in favor of the flash card method
was also statistically significant.
31/
Watson noted that children learned to spell four
or five thousand words, but many children can spell a
larger number. To accomplish this, there must be transfer,
or the additional words are learned in some other way. She
found that transfer is greater when the similarity of form
is closer, and positive transfer decreases as words become
dissimilar.
29/ Booh and Harter, Loc. clt .
30/ Mary Gertrude McCarthy, "Comparisons of the Flash Card
Method of Teaching Spelling with the Study-Test Method in
Grades Two and Three,” unpublished Master 1 s Thesis, Boston
University, School of Education, Boston, Mass., 1943, p. 39.
31/ Alice E. Watson, "Experimental Studies in the Psychology
and Pedagogy of Spelling," Teachers College Contributions
to Education
,
ITo. 638. Teachers College, Columbia University,























































Clayton, after making a detailed study of the well-
known spellers to find out what conformity they had in
the choice and grade-placement of their vocabularies,
stressed in his summary, "The investigation shows that the
books examined do not agree to any marked extent on either
33/
the selection or gradation of words*"
34/
McKee claimed, "Data gathered from the writing that
children do should throw light upon the selection and the
grade-placement of spelling vocabulary*"
35/
Dolch said that in the teaching of spelling, drill
is very important, but it must be conducted so that the
pupil will not lose interest in spelling.
36/
Wise studied twenty well-known spelling textbooks
to note the choice and gradation of the words. A need of
conformity was clear in the selection of words that should
become the spelling vocabulary for elementary school children
32/ Ralph Clayton, "A Study of the Gradation of Spelling
Vocabularies," unpublished Master* s Thesis, Colorado State
College of Education, Greeley, Colorado, 1940, p. 47.
33/ Loc * cit.
34/ Paul McKee, "Research Values in Children* s Writing
Vocabularies," Elementary English Review
, 7:73, March, 1930.
35/ William Dolch, getter Spelling
,
Champaign, Illinois,
The Garrard Press, 1942, p. iSl.
36/ Carl Eipton Wise, "The Selection and Gradation of Words
in Spelling," unpublished Doctor* s Dissertation, University
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He suggested that: "In the free writing of children
at different school levels there should be wide scientific
investigations which might disclose knowledge pertaining to
childrens writing vocabularies and gradation of words."
57/
Carson found the following teacher preference after
making an extensive survey of teacher preferences in text
arrangement and method in spelling:
1. A spelling text arranged on a weekly list
assignment plan.
2. One spelling list for the grade.
3. The study test plan of teaching.
4. Weekly review of lessons in the text.
5. Words printed in two forms, as a whole
and in syllables.
6. Teaching the meaning of a word, and then
the spelling.
7. A hundred per cent mastery of a limited
list ( 3,000 words).
8. That all the pupils have the same spelling list.
38/
Puller made a compilation, tabulation, and analysis
of spelling errors from all the written work of ninety-one
pupils in three fourth grades for a period of ten weeks.
57/ Clive G. Carson, "Teachers* Preference in Test Arrange-
ment in the Pield of Spelling," unpublished Master* s Thesis,
Boston University, School of Education, Boston, Mass., 1953,
p. 71.
38/ Marion C. Puller, "A Compilation, Tabulation, and
Analysis of Spelling Errors in Grade Pour for a Ten Week
Period," unpublished Master* s Thesis, Boston University,
























The following conclusions were drawn:
1* There is a definite need for individual
supplementary spelling lists,
2. Spelling errors are most frequent in
supplementary words.
3. There were ninety-three most frequently
misspelled words in this study which are
recommended for a class supplemental list.
4. An analysis of the most frequent errors in
the words of highest frequency showed that




Spelling cannot and must not be taught
in isolation from life T s whole experiences.
Meanings and relationships which are employed
as groundwork for new spelling words must be
within total past experience background of
the child before he proceeds to learn the more
specific techniques of spelling a word.
40/
Durrell says: "Teaching spelling through rules is
of little value. Essentially spelling is a non-thinking
automatic response to an ideational or visual stimulus.
Spelling errors of individuals often result from the im-
proper use of rules.”
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Carmen stated that "Ability to spell well probably
implies a special ability to notice small differences in
words."
42/
Betts declared, "It has been learned that some in-
dividuals misspell words because they do not pronounce
them accurately."
45/
Durrell says, "Failure to remember visual word forms
is the basic difficulty in English spelling. The best
method to overcome this difficulty is the use of the flash
card method of word study."
44/
Gates contends that inadequate acquaintance with
the usual forms of the word is the commonest cause of mis-
spelling.
45/
Concerning spelling teaching methods, Foran claims
that "spelling is a perceptual form of learning and the
methods of teaching it should be based on this fact so that




42/ Emmett A. Betts, "Interrelationships of Reading and
Spelling," Elementary English Review
, 22:17, January, 1945.
45/ Donald D. Durrell, ojd. cit
. t p. 272.
44/ Arthur I. Gates, ojd. cit., p. 86.











































































the instruction may stress the visual apprehension of the
word rather than its articulation, although all modes of
expression may become knit together to form the knowledge
of the whole word."
46/
Dolch insists, "Poor sound images of words is per-
haps the greatest handicap in spelling."
47/
Spache finds, "There is sufficient evidence to con-
clude that auditory discrimination plays a causal part in
spelling disabilities. The evidence is confirmed by the
characteristic errors of poor spellers."
48/
Durrell says, "In examining a child 1 s spelling
difficulties, the first step should be to determine whether
he misspells words that he does not know or that carry
little meaning or motivation for him."
49/
Dolch states, "If the meaning is not known, the word
as a whole will be forgotten and therefore the spelling
also."
60/
Tidyman claims that it is unreasonable to ask a
child to learn to spell a word of unfamiliar meaning.




47 / George Spache, op. cit. , p. 561.
48 / Donald D. Durrell, op. cit .
,
p. 270.
49/ William Dolch, op. cit.
, p. 148.
50/ William Tidyman, op. cit.
,
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Van Dusen who compiled, tabulated, and analyzed
spelling errors in grade three for a period of eight weeks,
drew the following conclusions:
1. There is a definite need for class supplementary
spelling lists as more than half of the mis-
spelled words were not found in the spelling
text.
2. Individual supplementary lists would he of much
value to the pupil, as the words in his list are
words that he uses and spells incorrectly.
3. Many opportunities should he provided for the
frequent use of these words in written work.
4. The words in the spelling text do not adequately
meet the needs of the pupils in his free writing.
5. There is little transfer from words that have
been previously taught to the use of these words
in written work.
6. There is need for a careful study of spelling
methods in order to provide sufficient transfer
of the pupils’ spelling vocabulary to his free
writing.
52/
Durrell says: "Spelling is more closely related in
its applications to written composition than to any other
school subject. If it is to affect written composition, it
is essential that it be closely correlated with composition."
5l/ A. Elizabeth Yan Dusen, "A Compilation, Tabulation,
and Analysis of Spelling Errors in Grade Three for an
Eight Week Period," unpublished Llaster’s Thesis, Boston
University, School of Education, Boston, Mass, 1947, p. 31.
























































He stresses: "The final test of spelling is the written
composition of the pupil*”
The research in the field of spelling stresses the
Importance of spelling in the curriculum. Individual prob-
lems in spelling must be analyzed to insure progress in
overcoming special disabilities.
These readings have shown a further need for extensive
investigation in the field of spelling errors, word selection,




Restatement of the Problem . The purpose of this
study is to compile, tabulate, and analyze a list of
spelling errors from all the written work of sixty*-five
pupils of grade four for a period of sixteen weeks beginning
September 8, 1948, and ending January 28, 1949.
Method of compiling errors in spelling . At the close
of each school day for a period of sixteen weeks, all the
written work done by the sixty-five children in grade four
was carefully checked for spelling errors.
Arrangement of misspellings during the compilation of
errors . Individual cards were made listing all the pupils’
names. Each card had appropriate headings so that errors
were listed under the subject in which they occurred. The
studies under which errors were listed were: Arithmetic,
Health, Penmanship, Music, Social Studies, Language, and
Reading. During the sixteen-week period of this study,
the misspelled words and the types of errors made were
listed on the individual cards of the pupils. The original
error was checked when the same type of error for a word
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Compilation of spelling errors* The process of
compiling the spelling errors began at the end of the sixteen-
week period.
Every misspelled word and its type of error on pupils’
individual cards were arranged alphabetically under the
subjects listed in which they were made. All the misspelled
words by all the sixty-five pupils were arranged alphabetic-
ally under the subject headings in which they occurred. The
complete list of words was arranged in alphabetical order,
disregarding subject headings.
While compiling the spelling errors, each word was
checked for :
The frequency of the misspelled word.
The types of spelling errors.
The grade-level of the word to determine:
if the word had or had not been taught in
the spelling curriculum; if the word would
be taught by the end of the fourth grade year;
if the word was outside the spelling text. l/
Tabulation of spelling errors.— In tabulating the
errors in spelling, the following notations were made for
each word:
The grade level of the word according to the
spelling text at the beginning of this study. 2J
it
A word in the spelling text that would be
taught after the initiation of this study
was listed as supplementary.
l/ Fred C. Ayer, E.E. Oberholtzer and Clifford Woody, Modern
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A word was classified as supplementary
if it was not listed in the spelling text, l/
The frequency of errors for every word in
every subject was listed.
The frequency of a word in different subjects
was recorded.
The accumulated misspellings for each word
were recorded.
The results from the tabulation of each misspelled
word folli>w::
Grade level in Spelling Text of Words Misspelled
by All Pupils of Grade Pour Taking Part in This Study.
Entire Dumber of Different Words Misspelled in the
Written Work in Various Subjects in Grade Pour.
The Sum of Misspellings in Every Subject.
The Most Frequently Misspelled Words by All
the Fourth Grade Pupils in This Study Listed
in Hank and Order of Frequency
The data concerning the misspellings of each pupil
that was collected while this study was conducted revealed
the number of different pupils who misspelled the words of
highest frequency. A table was formed to show this result.
Analysis of spelling errors .— The most frequent
spelling errors made in the words of highest frequency were
analyzed in this study.
O
1/ Fred C. Ayer, E.E. Oberholtzer and Clifford Woody,
Hodem Life Speller
,
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A table was formed to reveal the most frequent types
of errors from the data compiled and adjusted in alphabetical
order under various subject headings comprising the words
misspelled and their wrong spellings. On the analysis of
these errors the classifications most often used by research
workers in this field of spelling errors was used in this
study; namely, omissions, additions, substitution, trans-
position, and phonetic.















After compiling, tabulating, and analyzing the spelling
errors from records that were kept from all the written work
accomplished by all the pupils of grade four taking part in
this study, the data were then analyzed to ascertain :
1* The grade level that showed the highest number
of words misspelled that were taught previous to
this study,
2, The importance of the number of words misspelled
that would be taught in grade four after the
initiation of this study.
3, A comparison of the number of supplementary words
misspelled and the words misspelled that had been
taught previous to this study.
4, The inference of the relationship of these addition-
al words misspelled to the complete sum of mis-
spellings,
5, The meaning of the entire number of different words
incorrectly spelled in the various subjects listed.
6, The complete number of erroneous spellings in all
subjects listed in this study.
• The correlation for teaching that can be noted





































The misspelled words which appeared most often.
9,
The words of highest frequency that had been
taught in the spelling tests before this study
began and the words that would be taught during
the year in grade four.
10. What the number of different pupils misspelling
the words of highest frequency suggests.
11. The predominant types of errors in the most
commonly misspelled words.
12. How an analysis of spelling errors may help the
classroom teacher.
TABLE I
The Grade Level in Spelling Text and Relative ITumber
of Supplementary Words Misspelled by Sixty-Five Fourth
Grade Pupils.
In text, Grade II Level 233
In text, Grade III Level 325
*
Supplementary- Grade IY Level 298
Supplementary 1460
Total 2316
* Supplementary- Grade IY Level- These words would be
taught in Grade Four after the initiation of this study.
**Supplementary— These words were taught but not
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Table I denotes the grade level according to the
1/
spelling text of the entire number of different misspelled
words in this study, which are termed as — In Text- Grade II
Level and Grade III Levels on the table,— the number of
different words that would be taught after the study began,
termed as Supplementary- Grade IV Level on the table,— and
1/
the number of words not included in the spelling text which
are termed Supplementary on the table* The total of Table I
states the number of different words misspelled over a per-
iod of sixteen weeks*
Inferences from Table I are:
There is less and less transfer in spelling as children
progress from grade to grade. This is due, no doubt, to the
increased number of spelling words taught in each new grade.
The largest number of different misspelled words among
the words already taught was in the third grade. The major
reason for this is probably because of all the words learned
in the preceding grades, these words are used the most in
the fourth grade.
The number of Grade Pour Level supplementary misspell-
ings denotes that some of these words are essential before
pupils reach grade four* The inclusion of these words in
grade three would help considerably in the free writing of
T/ Ayer, Oberholtzer and Woody, op * cit *
2/ Loo * cit .
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pupil in grade four.
Table I shows 1,460 misspelled supplementary words,
and 558 previously taught misspelled words. The fact that
the words already taught are actually being used, and are
often misspelled, apparently indicates that studies in the
field of methods of teaching spelling should be carried on
to insure enough carry-over into a pupil’s free writing
from previously taught words. The assurance from the table
that these pupils spelled incorrectly far more than twice
as many supplementary words as those already taught shows
the need of a study of the choice of words.
It is highly meaningful to observe that of these 2,316
different misspelled words, 1,460 were outside the texts of
grades two, three, and four. That pupils should have their
individual supplementary spelling lists is most suggestive,
beoause such a grand total of incorrectly spelled supple-
mentary words points out that many different pupils mis-
spelled them. The pupil’s own supplementary list would
assist him in spelling correctly these words he uses and
needs. Adequate provision of these individual lists of
words to which pupils could refer as they are needed by
the pupils in their free writing would increase their
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TABLE II
Total Humber of Different Words Misspelled











185 128 49 196 350 880 1400 3188
From Table II, these findings are clearly shown.
Most written work is carried on in reading, language, and
social studies. If the class had a spelling list of the
additional words most often used in these subjects, the
number of errors in spelling would be decreased. The
teacher can use this opportunity to study the errors of
these pupils and to list the most frequent types of errors.
TABLE III











295 250 98 375 1020 1420 3100 6558
In the comparison of Tables II and III, the chief like-
ness is that most misspellings are in reading, language, and
the social studies. The chief difference is the outstanding
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At this point, these indications are apparent. Erroneous
spellings continue in the same or in different types, and
usage does not decrease them. The persistent initial error
must he corrected as it is most advisable not to let a pupil
spell a word incorrectly in the beginning, so as to avoid
error reiteration. Pupil supplementary lists will lessen
the pupils 1 spelling errors.
TABLE IY
Words Most Frequently Misspelled by Sixty-Five Fourth Grade
Pupils Arranged in Rank Order of Frequency
Words Ho, of Total Grade Grade IV Sup-
Different Mis- Level Sept, 8- ple-
Pupils Mis- spell- in June ment-
spelling Word ings Spell- ary
of Word ing Text Outside
to Sept. Book
which 42 100 3
their 35 82 3
friend 26 60 X
Christmas 25 62 2
through 23 40 X
where 23 38 3
him 22 32 2
having 19 36 3
country 18 20 X
discovered 18 17 X
every 17 35 2

































































done 16 20 3
people 16 38 X
suppose 16 21 X
ocean 15 15 X
listen 15 20 X
does 15 35 3
invited 15 12 X
family 14 18 X
brought 14 25 X
didn’t 14 32 3
something 14 16 3
little 14 22 2
from 13 20 2
journey 12 19 X
animals 12 22 X
names 12 22 3
explored 12 15 X
were 12 26 3
believe 11 18 X
different 11 22 X




















































remember 11 15 X
discovery 11 16 X
those 11 21 3
whose 11 28 X
wouldn’t 11 14 X
many 11 28 3
written 11 20 X
skating 11 12 X
guide 11 16 X
pretty 11 22 2
often 10 24 2
civilized 10 18 X
airplane 10 16 3
other 10 21 3
interesting 10 20 X
children 10 18 3
afraid 10 22 3
first 10 19 3
question 10 18 X
enough 10 19 X

































































































































answer 8 15 X
parade 7 IE X
products 6 16 X
presents 6 10 X
suppose 6 9 X
president 6 10 X
radio 6 12 X
promise 6 10 X
laughed 6 15 X
Lincoln 6 10 X
quarrel 6 11 X
would 5 16 3
Saturday 5 IE 3
surprise 5 12 X
thought 5 19 X
members 5 10 X
o * clock 4 IE X
perfectly 4 10 X
hungry 4 12 X
valentine 4 12 X

























































cruise 4 10 X
abundant 4 11 X
agriculture 4 12 X
ornaments 4 8 X
Totals 29 27 45
These one hundred one words listed in Table IY were
chosen after checking every word and its number of in-
correct spellings in the list of 2,316 different misspelled
words. This table was the outcome of choosing the words of
highest error frequency of ten or more.
From this table observations were made. The great
number of different pupils who incorrectly spelled these
101 words of highest frequency is outstanding. Observant
repetition and frequent use of these words should be afforded
pupils to aim for their automatic correct usage and spelling
in their free writing. The fourth grade supplementary list
derived from this study will help these pupils whose errors
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as well as test other fourth grade children.
Table IY lists 101 incorrectly spelled words of highest
frequency. Twenty-nine had been previously taught, twenty-
seven would be taught during the fourth grade year, and
forty-five are supplementary - outside the text.
Inferences from this chart stress these implications.
Twenty-nine words that have been taught have not become part
of various pupils* spelling vocabularies. Because twenty-
seven words misspelled would be taught in the fourth grade,
the advantage of earlier teaching of some of these words
needed in fourth grade free writing is stressed.
Pupil errors should be corrected, and plans should be
made to enable him to use frequently these words he has mis-
spelled. Supplementary lists can again be urged as helpful
and necessary as this chart lists such a large number of
incorrectly spelled supplementary words.
Summary of
Tables I, II, III, and IY
After analyzing Tables I, II, III, and IY, the fact
stands out that the greatest number of the words used by
these pupils were supplementary. Previous research has
stated that only in children *s free writing can you find
the individual *s choice of words. In carrying on this
study, the children’s free writing was used, and although
a small percentage of errors was made in direct copying.
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it can "be concluded that the major part of the errors in
this study occurred in the free writing of the pupils.
In Tables I and IV, it can readily he seen that there
are many errors on previously taught words as well as on
supplementary words. This points to the need of frequent
use of these words to make them a part of the pupil T s vo-
cabulary, as there is shown to be such a significant re-
quirement for them in his spontaneous writing. Thus word
choice plays an important part. Many studies have shown
that the groundwork for word selection is the frequency of
usage. Many studies have also shown that in comparing the
word selection in approved spelling texts, there is found
great deviation.
After studying Tables I and IV, it can be concluded
that individual supplementary spelling lists will help in
this very important problem of choosing words.
It is well now to make some conclusions after a close
analysis of Tables II and III. Many errors in free writing
are those which can be corrected as soon as the pupils'
attention is called to them. These careless mistakes are
made because pupils are thinking mainly of the messages
which they want to convey, and not about spelling words
correctly. Now is the time to make an analysis of the
most frequent mistakes in Tables II and III to ascertain
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Totals 50 9 17 14 11
In Table Y, errors of omission, addition, substitution,
transposition, and phonetic errors are indicated as the most
frequent in the classification of the most frequent errors
in words of highest frequency. This classification was
selected as those who have carried on research in this field
of spelling errors stress these types most often.
In this study, errors of omission are far in the lead
of all other types, followed by those of substitution, which
number about one-third of the omissions errors. Those who
have made extensive studies in this field of errors agree
that children can correct these mistakes when their attention



















words spelled erroneously in this study can he spelled
correctly hy these children.
This analysis is giving much help to the writer in
trying to lessen the errors in the free written work of
her classroom. It may encourage other teachers to analyze
their spelling errors, even for a very short period, and
so pave the way for better teaching in the field of spell-
ing. If each pupil T s errors are analyzed, it will help
to eradicate his types of error. In doing this the teacher
will improvise methods of teaching to aim at lessening the
errors ever present in the free writing of her pupils.
'.
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In this study of compiling, evaluating, and analyzing
a list of spelling errors from all the written work of
sixty-five pupils in two fourth grades for a period of
sixteen weeks, these conclusions can he summarized. There
is a decided need for individual supplementary spelling
lists, as the majority of the misspelled words are not
found in the spelling text. There is a specific need for
supplementary spelling lists for use in the reading, lan-
guage, and social studies areas. An individual supple-
mentary spelling list would he most useful for the pupil
because in it he could find the words he uses and spells
incorrectly. Adequate provision for such lists to which
pupils could refer when the need arises in their free
writing would increase their spelling vocabularies. It is
suggested that the one hundred one most frequently mis-
spelled words could he used as a class supplementary list,
because in this study a great number of incorrectly spelled
supplementary words were misspelled by many different
pupils. There is not sufficient transfer from previously
taught words when they are used in pupils* free written
work. An analysis of the spelling errors in the free writing
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for farther progress in this area.
Such an analysis will provide the groundwork to make
transfer of previously taught words more effective when
used in free writing and to remedy certain types of errors
relevant to particular individuals. There is need for a
study of spelling methods to supply adequate transfer of
words already taught to the pupils* free writing, and to
increase the number of words spelled correctly in free
writing. This is so true 2 nThe final test of spelling
1/
is the written composition of the pupil, n Donald Durrell.
This study could be carried on with one grade for one
year to discover the spelling needs and errors in that
grade,
A study to determine the amount of transfer from grade
to grade could be carried on by giving a test of fifty words
using words already taught in the previous grade, to all
fourth grades in a school system.
A study could be made to compare the results of using
a basic text spelling list with one group of pupils versus
a supplementary word list with another group to find out
which list is of more value in the directing, teaching, and
learning of spelling.
Carry on this same study in one grade throughout a
system to learn if there is a difference or consistency in
the majority of errors of omission and of substitution.
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Complete List of Words Misspelled in This Study by Sixty-
Five Pupils.
* Words starred represent the 101 misspelled words in rank
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